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WORLD SERIES » Astros defeat Dodgers in decisive 
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in parks provide numerous benefits.   D1
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NAVY INVESTIGATION: 
Official says navigational, 
crew errors responsible 
for two destroyer collisions 
in Pacific / B1
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Jacoby House looks for some help to lift a shopping cart full of garbage into a city-provided dumpster for the homeless camped Wednesday at 
the Sixth Street underpass in Santa Rosa. Below, Henok Tewold hugs his dog, Teg.

Homeless crisis eclipsed
TUBBS FIRE AFTERMATH » HOUSING IMPACT

Wildfires that destroyed thousands 
of  homes across Santa Rosa also 
drove Thesha Iraheta from a 

creekside encampment near Marlow Road 
to what has become an enduring symbol 
of  the city’s homelessness problem — the 
Sixth Street freeway underpass.

The grubby bivouac of  tents and bed-
rolls under Highway 101 that confounded 
neighbors and city officials before the Oct. 
8 blaze has nearly doubled in size, with 
new arrivals spilling into the street and 
the adjacent Fifth Street underpass.

Like residents from Fountaingrove to 
Coffey Park who had to flee the flames, 
many homeless people said they were 
forced out in the middle of  the night with 
no place to go. Some joined evacuees in 
area shelters while others plopped down 
on the sidewalk where they remain three 
weeks later.

“Everybody was affected by the fires 
whether they are homeless or not,” said 
Iraheta, 28, who spent the first 10 days 
after the Tubbs fire in a Red Cross shelter 
at the Sonoma County Fairgrounds. “They 
amplified the chaos.”

Russian ads show targeted influence strategy

WASHINGTON — Lawmak-
ers on Wednesday publicly 
shared several of  the 3,000 Face-
book ads bought by Russian op-
eratives as they sought to shape 
American political conversation 
during the 2016 presidential 
election and its aftermath by 
inflaming some of  the nation’s 

deepest social divides.
The ads — some of  which di-

rectly praise Republican Donald 
Trump or denigrate his Demo-
cratic rival Hillary Clinton — 
made visceral appeals to voters 
upset about illegal immigration, 
the declining economic fortunes 
of  coal miners or the rising 
prominence of  Muslims in some 
U.S. communities.

Some ads also explicitly 
called for people to attend po-

litical rallies amid a campaign 
season that already was among 
the most polarizing in recent 
U.S. history.

A Facebook page called “Be-
ing Patriotic” bought an ad tout-
ing a “Miners for Trump” rally 
in Pennsylvania, one of  several 
key swing states.

“Mr. Trump pursues the goal 
of  creating more jobs and sup-
ports the working class,” says 
the ad, which features images of  
miners and Trump in a miner’s 
protective hard hat. “He said he 

With city focused on resettling fire victims, 
SR’s already crowded downtown camps swelling
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SOCIAL MEDIA » Newly released documents 
convey sophisticated utilization of US social divides
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Some of the Facebook ads linked 
to a Russian effort to disrupt the 
American political process are 
seen in this image Wednesday.

Sayfullo Saipov

Driver
charged  
in NYC
attack

NEW YORK — Federal pros-
ecutors on Wednesday accused 
the driver in the Manhattan 
truck attack with carrying out 
a long-planned plot spurred by 
Islamic State propaganda vid-
eos to kill people celebrating 
Halloween.

The charges, filed just over 24 
hours after the deadliest terror 
attack on New York City since 
Sept. 11, 2001, placed the case in 
the civilian courts even as Pres-
ident Donald Trump denounced 
the American criminal justice 
system as “a joke” and “a laugh-
ingstock.”

The charges describe the 
driver, Sayfullo Saipov, 29, as a 
voracious consumer and metic-
ulous student of  IS propaganda, 
and detail how he said he was 
spurred to attack by an IS video 
questioning the killing of  Mus-
lims in Iraq. 

They say he began planning 
the attack about a year ago and, 
after taking a test run in a Home 
Depot rental truck last week, 
chose Halloween to carry it out 
because more people would be 
on the streets.

Prosecutors say man’s 
plot was long-planned, 
inspired by Islamic State
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Report details PG&E damage
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State regulators released reports 
from PG&E this week that document 
at least 20 cases of  toppled trees and 
downed power lines across North-
ern California the night of  Oct. 8 as 
strong winds buffeted the region and 

drought-parched vegetation ignited 
in quick succession from Sonoma to 
Butte counties, resulting in a series 
of  deadly and destructive wildfires. 

The reports show damage to the 
power lines and other PG&E equip-
ment in areas close to the origins 
of  the fires that burned 142 square 
miles of  Sonoma County, killing at 
least 23 people and destroying about 
7,000 structures, mostly homes.

Cal Fire investigators are looking 
into what caused the blazes. They 
have collected as evidence damaged 

power poles, wires and other pieces 
of  utility equipment from at least 
8 of  10 sites where PG&E reported 
“electrical safety incidents” in Sono-
ma and Napa counties, according 
to the new documents made public 
Tuesday by the California Public 
Utilities Commission.

“These are incident reports re-
lating to the time the fires started,” 
commission spokesman Christopher 
Chow said. “There may be more re-
ports coming in, so they’re not defin-
itive.”

Spare and partially redacted, the 
20 reports disclose sites where PG&E 
personnel have examined equip-
ment failures, mostly caused by par-
tial or whole trees falling into wires 
late Oct. 8 and early Oct. 9, when 
wind-whipped fires raced across the 
region.  

PG&E is required to report all doc-
umented instances of  tree branches 
and other vegetation and debris im-
pacting electric lines to the utilities 

PROXIMITY TO FIRES » 
Trees fell, power lines down 
near origins of Oct. 8 blazes
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